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However, the Word of God foretells of signs to
come that show the times we are living in. False
Christianity, wars and commotions, great earthquakes, famines, pestilences, fearful sights, and
great signs from heaven are all barometers
indicating CHANGE in the world (Luke 21:8-28).

A

nother tornado struck Springfield,
Massachusetts last week, causing
damage that left at least 4 people
killed. Meteorologists are struggling to
explain to the public “WHY” the severity of
these storms. Most try to shrug it off,
blaming “Mother Nature.” Are they right?

These powerful and unpredictable storms, incredible droughts and flooding, fires that devour millions of acres every year, leaving thousands homeless, is also taking its toil worldwide
on MAN’S ability to produce FOOD.

in the United States

The ”Mother Nature” concept started when man
“...did not like to RETAIN God in their knowledge” (Romans 1:28): “...God IS NOT in all his
thoughts” (Psalm 10:4).
”Mother Nature” is a nonreligious term that uses a
caring woman to represent nature’s bounty and
life (Remember the commercial above, “It’s not
nice to fool Mother Nature?”).

Wherever there is ice, it is MELTING due to an
abnormal amount of HEAT from above, and
from below. Volcanoes are forming beneath
our oceans and lakes, and raising the temp.

Because many ancient civilizations farmed
for their livelihood, their survival depended
on a good crop every year. They began to
believe that “nature,” instead of God, took
care of their crops and helped them grow,
like a mother takes care of her child.
Religions throughout history have often
included a “wise mother figure” that can
be called upon when asking for help with a
harvest or fertility.
While she may go by many
different names in different
parts of the world, the
WOMAN is always kind and
very powerful! Some religions’
mother figure include the
ancient Egyptian goddess Isis,
Hinduism’s Parvati, the Celtic
Danu, and the Roman Catholic’s Virgin Mother Mary.

in India

about changes taking place worldwide that are
affecting not only the weather, but the animals, our food supply, and environment too.

Through these events and more, God is speaking to
man . “...when ye shall SEE THESE THINGS come to
pass, KNOW that it is NIGH, even at the doors” (Mark
13: 29). God is pointing to His Word.
We all heard about the devastating EF5 tornado
that ripped through Joplin, Mo., killing 139,
injuring about 900, and destroying an estimated 8,000 buildings. The number of tornadoes so far in 2011 are 1,212 compared to the
average in a single year: 1,293.
You can keep track of worldwide events like
these at www.earthweek.com. You can read

God said, “...there is NO TRUTH, nor MERCY,
nor KNOWLEDGE of God in the land...MY PEOPLE are DESTROYED for LACK OF KNOWLEDGE” (Hosea 4:1, 6). There is a LACK OF THE
KNOWLEDGE OF GOD worldwide. Don’t let it
be YOU. Believe the Word of God NOW!

